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NO DISSEMINATION OF THIS MATERIAL WITHOUT REFERENCE TO

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT 'CE SQUAD

EVENT PROFORMA

DATE/TIME

PLACE The Camden Centre, Bidborough Street. WC1 .

ORGANISATION Anti-Nazi League (ANL)

SPECIAL BRANCH REFERENCE 400/93/ 1 24

NATURE OF EVENT Conference

NUMBER PRESENT 320

Saturday I I June 1994. 10.00 - 17.30

THE FOLLOWING INFORMATION HAS BEEN RECEIVED F1 A SECRET AND
RELIABLE SOURCE:

320 Delegates from over 200 sepa ate organisations

attended this conference of the ANL whic had been cal led to

discuss the way forward fol lowing the L gue's activities

during the Tower Hamlets local electio , and fol lowing the

successful ANL Carnival on 28 May. In reality the event was

about raising money, hence the hefty,f35 registration fee for
each delegate. There was also an ap eal at the end of the
conference by Privacy : for more money to be col lected for
the ANL.

The conference de i clear that the ANL wil l
continue its work as an an cist group. It became readi ly

apparent that whi le the ANL Steering Committee is made up of

people from several organisations. including the Labour Party
and the Indian Workers Association, the organisation is in
real ity under the complete control of the Social ist Workers

Party (SWF) and its omnipotent Central Committee. The ANL is of
great financial benefit to the SWP, the League contributing
several thousand pounds a year to the party's coffers for
printing alone. The SWP also benefits pol itical ly by

control l ing such a broad based organisation, and numerical ly by
recruiting from the rich pool of potential members offered by
the ANL.

Two resolutions were put forward by the Steering

Committee, both subsequently passed by large majority votes.
Two alternative motions were proposed by members of Manchester
UNISON and by Sheffield Col lege Students Union. Both of the

alternative resolutions were rejected. Copies of al l four are
a ttached. In essence the 'official' resolutions cal l for action
against Nazis comprising organising, demonstrating, and
propaganda, whi lst the two alternative motions cal l for more
robust confrontation including physical ly fighting fascists.
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NO DISSEMINATION OF THIS MATERIAL WITHOUT REFERENCE TO

CHIEF SUPERINTENDENT 'CE* SQUAD

The ANL Steering Committee was appointed and approved
by vote (an old SWP practice). I t is made up as fol lows:

Peter HAIN

Privacy

Privacy

I NV  (Repprti.ols Officer) DCI EIft4ONDSON

DATE 14.6.94.
(SC'S REF: S.0562)
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1nti Nazi League Conference - Saturday 11 June

URGENT! URGENT! URGENT!

Dear COtIVCII0f

diLLav
Anti Nazi League

Last Saturday '5 AlIII Nazi League Carnival against the Nazis surpassed all expectations. Over 160.000 people packed
out Brockweil Park. in what was the largest anti-racist gathering ever held in Britain

The Carnival was magnificent in itself However as both the Observer and Guardiarr mooned it was not simply an
enjoyable music festival. Both the march and the Canuval itself displayed a mood of angry and defiant opposition to the
Nazis. The march from Kennington Park was 130.000 strong. noisy and dominated by ANL lollipops The speeches at
Brockwell Park were all enthusiastically received.

The ANL Conference on Saturday 11th June should reflect this mood. The Conference has been deliberately timed for
the immediate aftemath of a period of intense and successful activity for the ANL. Wc don't want to hold a talking shop.
but a real working conference in which people discuss concretely how they built the "Don't Vote Nan" campaign. how
they've rccriutcd to local and workplace groups and how the.' organised for Mc Carruval. That will also be an
opportunity to discuss our work in the future

We are open to suggestions about what should be discussed at the Conference and if any affiliates or members wish to
raise specific resolutions. these must be sent to the ANL office for us to receive them by Wednesday 8th June.

To achieve all this you need to think quite carefully about who should come to the Conference. There is no restriction on
the number of delegates you can send, but we do want to encourage trade unto to send delegates and we do want
members who have been central to building things locally to attend 7" ..: :ration fee will be f35. Delegates coming
from outside London will be reimbursed with the cost ot a return coach fare at the Conference.
Unemployed/student/school student delegates will be charged £5. this should be pal for than by their local group.

Raising of the £35 registration fee should not be viewed as an obstacic. The issue of money needs to be raised honestly
with people. This is a serious Conference whose aim is to map out strategies for strengthening the fight against the
Nazis in every locality Affiliated inuons and union branches can easily find the money to send delegates. Indeed where
members have taken the issue seriously, the rcgistrauon firs have already begun to COMC in. Elsewhere, the motley can be
raised by members collecting among workmates. friends, pith collections and by tapping local mosques. Sikh temples and
such like.

Please forward the names of delegates, together with registrauon fees, as soots as possible in order that delegates may be
issued with the necessary credentials Final confirmation of the Conference details will be sent out to you early next
week In the meantime if sou base am' queries please do not hesitate to contact me

Best wishes

BRIAN RICHARDSON
Anti Nan League. PO Box 2566. London Na 211G Tel: 071 924 0331 Far 071 924 0313

VWe would like to attend the ANL Conference on Saturday 11th June I 994 and enclose £   registration fee.

Name   Organisation  

Address  

Tel No

Please make cheques payable to 'Ann Nan League and return with this km to ANL. PO Box 2566. London N4 211G
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Resolution to ANL Conference

from the Branch Executive Committee
passed on Thursday 9th June 1994

This COrtlefitned notes the enormous support shown tot the ANL Carnival and believes that !he mass

action of the 28th May 1994 must be turned to destroy the influenc.e, activity and organisation of the BNP
and other Nazis We therefore believe.

1) Local democratic ANL groups should be built in workplaces. local areas. estates schools and
cottages These groups should meet regularly to decide on priorities. launch initiative and build ANL
and other arttl-ractS,'inti-fascist aclivitleS The groups should be open to ANL rnemrions and
clekigates from trade union. labour movement orgamsatiOnS and anti-racist and black orgamsallons
They should lurk up with other campaigns. youth and community groups, and sett-defence
essocisbons that already exist like youth Connection in Tower liamiets They should eect their
Win accountable representatives to co-ordinste action

2) The ANL should noel an annual conference of deiegates from ANL groups and affiliated
organisations. The oonference should etect a naiinnel steering committee.

3) The ANL will right to deny the fasciStS any platfomi Or any ablaty to organise This means -

a) Campaigning for trade unionists to boycott work connected with fawst groups_ eg refuse to
handle work related to Naps letters in newr,papers. interviews on television/radio. providing
the 13NP with premises for meetings, delivery of SNP mailsnota. etc. The ANt should rIght
for local trade unions to take protest strike action In tne event of any further SNP election
velones.

b) We should hold no reliance on the state or calls on tha state to ben the BNP No official
spokesperson should use tne ANL's name to cat for such bans They have always been used
egalnSt anti-racist and anti-fascist movements

C) The ANL must organise both Ideologiceity and physically to prevent fascist campaigning

d) Continue to use every opnottunity to spread anti-fascist propaganda exposing the true
violent NUJ nature of the BNP and NF and countering their lles.

4) The ANL should organise a national c.ampaiga.tagetspeakers into union branches up and down
the cOuntiy 10 win affiliations and support to caurtfortheetrIpttpfinooy union leaders to Ulocl,
ItUpport at national union conferences for intl-Nazi' Pile..
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Motion to ANL conference ftom Sheffield College Students Union

Fascists must be confronted everywhere we find them
Only socialist ideas can undercut the fascist threat
We must fight fascism with socialism

An anti-fascist organisation must not limit itself to being against the Nazis, it must provide
answers to workers with positive solutions on jobs, housing, other social questions. and the
working class case for black and white workers unity
We must provide a working class alternative.
We must educate youth and students to look to the labour movement

2 We should not present ourselves as being so broad that we include Liberals and I ones, these
people limit what we can do and say

3 The Nazis did not just lose ri Millwall. Lidiour v_vstnMillwall Nfillwall was an Important
victory for the Labour and Trade Union movement - not just a defeat for the BNP
The ANT. should say "Vote Labour" in elections and work for Labour This is the positise alas,
labour movement alternative to the BIN? in elections.
Advocating a vote for Liberals or Tones is out of the question, "Don't \ 'ote Nith" is mst plain
WTO118

4. We roust be prepared to mobilise on the streets to defeat the fascists
If there is a choice between a carnival and mass physical confrontation as then was In 1978.
when the AN1 got it wrong, we should organise on the streets.

5 The question of Nazis, is not the sole or even major issue facet, .iy black people in Bntain
toda
Questions of racism in education, housing, employment, and attacks by police and other racists.

as well as state racism including immigration controls, often form the bulk of the problem
We should be prepared to fight on all these
We should have mobilised for the Close Down Campsfield demonstration last Saturday, this
would have linked up with a campaign challenging the reality of racism in Britain

6 Unity We need a single, muted, anti-fascist and anti-racist movement. To be effective that

movement must be based on the labour movement
Clashing demonstiations as happened on the 16th October, and competing with ARA in thc most

crazy way discredits anti-fascism There must he a serious approach by the AN!. to ARA and

other anti-fascist and anti-racist organisations to organise a Unity conference to merge the cam-

paigns

7 Democracy is necessary within all our organisations The ANL is not currently democratically

constituted The AN1 must be genuinely opened up to rank and file activists and have demo-

cratic, accountable and open structures

MPS-0742234
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ANTI NAZI LEAGUE CONFERENCE

RESOLUTION I

THE NAZIS exploit dis isions caused by economic recession and political despair. They ofTer
racism and scapegoating as answers for peoples' problems. They are a threat to all democratic.

progressive and trade union organisations and to people of all ethnic origins.

THE ACTIVITIES of the ANL and other anti-racist organisations in Britain has kept the Nazis
on the margins of mainstream politics. This stands in stark contrast to countries like Italy is here

.19 years after Mussolini there arc five Nazis in the Cabinet and over 100 Nazi MI's. In
Germany, 50 years after Hitler's camps, there are .170 Nazis councillors and I MP. Similarly in

France. Le Pea has over 1.000 councillors, 1 MP and 12 MEPs. This is the depressing picture
from many more European countries.

IN BRITAIN the Nazis may be down, but they're not out. In the local elections the BNP grabbed
31% of the vote in egg London and Derek Bcackon on the isle of Dogs increased his vote by 500.

Meanwhile, racist attacks and murders continue. According to the Home Office there are oier

1.10,000 racist incidents a year in Britain.

WE CAN'T be complacent. The economic and political crisis is as deep in Britain as elsewhere.
The Nazis area minority - hut a dangerous one.

WE NEED to stop them growing and organising. It is the job of the ANL to keep the Nazis in

check -to prevent them organising and distributing their racist literature and to keep them
outside of mainstream politics and assay from any potential supporters.

WE DO THIS by a two-pronged strategy. By organising uninst them whenever and w herever

they raise their ugly heads and by conducting a mass propaganda campaign against them to

expose them as Hitler-loving Nazis.

OUR STRENGTH is in what we do. It's activity that counts w hen fighting the Nazis. We do this
by organising meetings in workplaces/estates/colleges/schools. by paint-outs. by lobbying, hy
campaigning, by counter-demonstrating, by petitioning and leafleting.

IT'S UNITY that defeats the Nazis. if wc stick together and build a mass anti-Nazi movement it
demoralises and marginalises the Nazis. They do not 4e1 confident to peddle their racist filth if
we have argued and campaigned against them.

DEMONSTRATIONS show our strength and unity, like the magnificent 60,000 UNITY march
in Welling last October and the amazing 150,000 who attended the march and Carnival in

London in May.

WE MUST leave this conference determined to build on the goodwill towards the ANL. We need
more local grumps. in schools, colleges and estates. We must aim to have a workers' group
against the Nazis in every workplace.

IT IS OUR aim to build a nide network against the Nazis. It is our belief that unity can defeat

the Nazis.

ANL Steering Committee
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ANTI NAZI LEAGUE CONFERENCE

RESOLUTION 2

NAZIS WANT to destros trade unions. They are against democracy. One of ilitler's first acts
w hen he came to power was the banning of trade unions.

THE BNP beliese that the NHS stands for esers thing "mil" about British societs. They ii:1111 to
stop people using it regardless of abilits to pas and the want rid off all Asian and black
workers. Yet the NHS liaS built by black And white workers. used by black and i4 hitt: people
and defended hy the units between black and white.

WHEN PEOPI.E take collectise action to beer their uses - like the school students and Air
France workers In France recent', - the Nazis do nut support them. Local groups, like health

workers and teachers, played an important part in the downfall of Derek Beackon on the Isle of

Dogs.

THE TUC march through east London earlier this 'ear did wonders for turning the tide against
the Nazis by highlighting the real traditions of cast enders - not "rights for whites" but working

class unity and anti-racism.

WE BELIEA'E that Nazis hate no place in our trade unions - the %cry organisations they want to

decimate. Nazis do not l-'long in our workplaces either. It is here that people of all races mix. It

is also is here Nazis can gather information on their opponents. like active anti-racists and trade
unionists.

THIS IS WHY the ANL has conducted campaigns to remove Nazis from jobs and from our

trade unions. Simon Chadwick, CIR thug. was sacked from his job in Sheffield Job Centre after
a successful campaign by the AN).. Actise Nazis Jim White and Kathy Murphy %ere els d
set's ants until our campaign to get rid of them. There is currently it campaign to get John Morse.
editor of the Nazi rag British Nationalist, sacked from his job on the buses and for his expulsion

from the RMT.

MANY UNIONS base backed the ANL..Among those nationally affiliated are the Ft/SIT, NUT.

UM. Natrhe, NUJ and the FBU. Many hundreds of local branches and districts are affiliated.

Where unions has e not affiliated we must keep up the pressure.

WE NEED to sviden ANL support bs sisiting all trade union branches localls and asking them

to affiliate.

THE KEY to building resistance is siith sour immediate SSOIrk mates. No Nazi will dare
organise if there are Wise groups surrounding them. We need to get ssorkplace groups set up
where none exist sod also widen the base of those that do.

THERE Ara: many workplace groups against the Nazis - there could be hundreds more, if we
use our imagination.

USE THE PETITIONS to get initial support. Ask esersone to sign. you don't base tithe a union
member to hate the Nazis. Sign iteople up - it's only LI. Then get them involved in any local

activities, whether it's sisiting 4titter workplaces or doing a paint-out.

ANL Steering Committee
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5. ORGANISATION OR EVENT
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